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for curricula change. language ans teachers responded to
the pressure to "raise the standards" by teaching specific
skills and content based on accountability for these comIn my position as an elementary school assistant prin- mon standards.
Many language ans teachers are disco\'ering that a onecipal, I observe new students enrolling in our school
throughout the academic year. Accompanying these stu- size-fits-all approach does not address the diverse student
dents are records that reveal a varied history of learning population of today's classrooms. Teachers are wrestling
problems and academic achievemenL Many of the students with the need to personalize instruction for a range of abilienter classrooms during the school year with skills that do ties and learning styles as they react to the demands of stannot match our school's expectations. My background as an dards, test scores, and administrative and parental expecexperienced middle school (grades 5-8) language arts tations. Oass sizes are growing and instructional time is
teacher causes me to wonder about the ability of language fragmented to allow for schools to institute programs that
arts teachers to accommodate yet another student into a
were historically taught at home such as health education
classroom of diverse learners. Is the classroom teacher's and alcohol and drug awareness. Additionally, teachers are
voice heard as administrators and those who formulate pub- feeling the demands of assessment and standards usurping
lic school policy struggle with the issues of diversity and their rime and energy as they plan appropriate units of study.
good educational practice?
In a rural supervisory unit in central New Hampshire,
Literature Review
a ten-year process to unify the language arts curriculum for
seven elementary schools and a high school resulted in a l - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - 1
literacy curriculum guide for grades K-12. After the guide
The cyclical nature of methodology for teaching readwas published. the state of New Hampshire·s requirements ing and writing in the elementary school over the past sevfor curriculum standards and assessment testing were pub- eral years is complex because of the political climate that
lished. In the early 1990's, many middle school language often dictates plulosophy. Experienced language arts teachans teachers embraced Nancie Atwcll's (1987) ~ ers have been exposed to theories that range from the con~ as a method to transform classroom instruction in
servative "back to basics" movement to the student-oriented
reading and writing to meet the needs of all students. Teach- ..whole language" or literature-based philosophy. Teachers tailored In the Middle to the individual school"s cur- ers who were often frustrated by the changing expectations
riculum demands and student population. As these schools found common sense in Atwelrs ( 1987) philosophy for
heeded the chaJlenge of the state ·s standards and the need teaching reading and writing, "To persuade our adolescent
students of their academic potential, we, too. must believe
they can succeed, demonstrating an expectation that every
student has an academic potential. Student-regulated activity, individualized instruction, and heterogeneous groupings are strong demonstrations -and more" (p. 45). Many
language ans teachers strongly believed that Atwell, and
other proponents of the workshop approach, allowed personalized learning for students and encouraged creativity.
With the advent of a standards-based curriculum, language ans teachers shifted their emphasis to personalized
learning to meet the demands of administration. NHEIAP
(New Hampshire Educational Improvement Assessment
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Program), and parental concerns about accountability. The
problem that faces current reading and writing teachers is
the reconciliation of individual, personalized teaching and
the delivery of curriculum standards to all students, at all • Accelerated Reading • Open-ended
levels. "Encouraging diversity while simultaneously makAssignments
Program
ing sure that all students can meet state and national stan- • Diagnostic Tests
• Individual
dards is a goal in nearly every classroom" (Silver,Strong &
Conferences
• Projects
Perini, 2000, pp.44-45). Teachers are encouraged to find
• Multi-Leveled Novels• Discussion
models of teaching that meet the complex needs of all stu• Rubrics
• Performance Task
dents and accommodate the realities of state frameworks
Lists
and assessment and the growing standards movement na- • Response Journals
• Levels for
tion-wide.
• Portfolios
Assignments
Two powerful learning models, Gardner·s (1994) • Thinking Journals
• Computers
Theory of Multiple Intelligences and the use of learning
styles in the classroom, are educational tools that should i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
be integrated into instruction. curriculum and assessment "Rather than assuming that all young adolescents learn
to help meet the demands of today's classrooms (Silver, alike, they plan and implement instruction based on conStrong, & Perini, 2000). In fact, schools that use MI found, sideration of both left- and right-brain learners, the learn"Gardner's theory proved flexible enough to respond to dif- ing styles of individual learners and the theory of multiple
ferent intentions. MI is a construct about human intelli- intelligences" (Manning. 1993, p.32). Instead of using an
gence, it does not mandate any prescriptive educational ap- elementary or secondary curriculum, middle level educaproach" (Campbell & Campbell, 1999, pp. 91-92). tors must match the development of young adolescents.
Armstrong. ( 1994), believes "MI theory opens the door to These characteristics include physical, psychosocial and
cognitive changes that dictate a curricua wide variety of teaching strategies that
lum that carefully balances academic
can be easily implemented in the classgoals
and human development needs
room" (p.65). Manyelementaryschools
(Manning, 1993). In relation to the
are using these approaches in focusing
teaching of literature to adolescents,
on the process of instruction that supHynds ( 1997) discovered, " ... 1 knew
ports individual smdents.
that simply giving students the skills
In Understanding by Design
to comprehend literature was not the
(Wiggins and McTighe, 1998), approach
same as teaching them to underst.and
the problem by examining curriculum
the why of literature in the context of
design, identifying goals, and determintheir personal and social experiences"
ing what is worthy of understanding.
(p. 17). This statement speaks to a recThey believe, "A curriculum designed
ognition of middle school students·
to develop understanding would uncover
unique need for relevancy and acacomplex, abstract, and counterintuitive
demic structure through an understandideas by involving students in active
ing of their developmental stage.
questioning, practice trying out ideas,
Middle school language arts
and rethinking what they thought they
teachers are facing a dilemma that symknew" (p.21). Wiggins and Mc1ighe
bolizes the frustrations of all educators
(1998) further state that from a practiwho reflect upon the current emphasis
cal point of view there is an inadequacy
on standardized perfonnancc and the
in many state and national standards in
need to reach every student on an indiclarifying those ideas wonh understandvidual basis. Sizer ( 1999) and Kohn
ing and many schools are simply cover( 1999) are examining the problem of
ing a prescribed curriculum.
individualizing or personalizing inWhen middle school language arts
struction and delivering quality teachteachers consider the implications of the
ing practices to all students. Sizer
design of the curriculum, the need for
(l999) has been especially crincal of
an awareness of learning styles and
the current atmosphere: "A school or school system that
multiple intelligences, and accountability, they are also reresolutely accepcs the lively but annoying diversity among
sponding to the developmental uniqueness of a middle
its srudents must break away from many deeply ingrained
school smdenL Manning (1993) found that teaehers in denotions about the keeping of school, from One Best Curvelopmentally appropriate middle schools were cognizant
riculum to One Best School" (Sizer, 1999. p. 11). Kohn
of the tremendous range of differences among students.

Tools to Address Diverse
Learners

Middle school language arts teachers are facing a
dilemma that symbolizes the frustrations of all educators who reflect
upon the current
emphasis on standardized performance and the
need to reach every student on an
individual basis.
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believes students must be prepared for the standardized
tests, but no more than is necessary. He believe the real
learning should nun students into critical thinkers and lifelong learners. not test takers. Kohn adds, ''Leaming doesn't
take place at a district or state level: it takes place in a classroom. .. assessment should be focused on students' learning over time by the person in the best position to judge the
quality of that learning" (Kohn, 2000, p.20).
Tomlinson's (1999) practical approach to differentiating or personalizing instruction looks at the needs of all
learners and the challenge of effectively reaching each student in today·s diverse classrooms. These educators"...
begin with a clear and solid sense of what constitutes powerfu 1 curriculum and engaging instruction" (p. 2).
Tomlinson encourages the use of assessment data to modify
content, process and produets. These modifications are useful when the need arises for individual students or the modifications increase the learner's ability to understand important ideas or skills. In the differentiated classroom. flexibility and multiple perspectives for an assignment are part
of the goal for addressing individual differences. Tomlinson
(1999) advocates the use of independent study, learning
contracts, compacting, group investigation, multi-age classrooms and other instructional strategies for effective personalized instruction.

3. How is middle school language ans instruction unique
in terms of meeting the needs of diverse learners?
4. What administrative support would be most helpful to
language ans teachers as they try to personalize learning?

Methods and Procedures

A qualitative approach was used to design this descriptive study. Data was gathered from interviews, surveys,
and artifacts collected from teachers participating in the
study. I interviewed three middle school language arts teachers from three separate schools within the same SAU. Five
middle school language arts teachers from the three schools
were asked to complete the survey and to submit artifacts
that related to differentiated teaching. All of the teachers
taught in grades six, seven, and eight with an average class
size of 20 students. All three schools use the same literacy
curriculum and feed into the same high school beginning in
the ninth grade. The participants were experienced teachers with an average of twelve years teaching middle school
language arts.
Questions in the survey and the interview were based
on Spradley's (1979) descriptive question matrix and de1--------- - - - - -- - - - -- - ---1 scribed space, objects, acts, activities, events. time, goals
and feelings. Interviews were recorded in a quiet room and
Purpose
transcribed at a later date. All interviews were analyzed for
i - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - -- - -- -1 relevance to the original study questions and compared to
The purpose of this study was to determine the per- the survey results.
ceptions and strategies of middle school language arts teachThe surveys were distributed to the three teachers who
ers in relation to differentiating insttuction for diverse learn- were interviewed and to two other teachers within one of
ers. This information would be used to institute staff de- the elementary schools. Teachers were given a short explavelopment opportunities for language arts teachers in a ru- nation of the content of the study and each teacher signed a
ral SAU in central New Hampshire. FoUT research ques- release. The surveys were returned with additional written
tions were used as a basis for this study:
comments from the teachers.
I . What instructional strategies do middle school lanAll of the teachers were asked to submit artifacts that
guage arts teaehers use to meet the needs of diverse related to differentiated instruction utilized in their language
learners in reading and writing?
arts classes. The artifaets were examined for relevance to
2. What tools do teachers find most helpful to differenti- the study and included rubrics, performance task tools, tiered
ate instruction?
assignments and specific assignment goals for reading and
writing.
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In comparing the results of the survey and the interviews, it was obvious that the format of an interview offered more in-depth answers that illustrated a more extensive practical reality for language arts teachers in the middle
school. In the survey. identified types of diversity in the
classroom did not include multicultural differences. (Graph
1). Interviews provided information regarding the variety
?f types of diversity and included special education, learnmg styles. economics. academics, gender, interests.
strengths, and family structure and expectations. Interest-
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ingly, all three teachers interviewed specifically mentioned
Ttachtr Pusptctivn
the difficulty of dealing with the wide range of home environments. One teacher explained, "The range is from the
SO's typical intact family to students who come from an
institutional setting. We have children of college professors, professional people and children of parents who never
graduated from high school." The teachers clearly felt the
diverse range of students in their heterogeneous classrooms
was difficult to address properly. 'There are kids in the class
who are world travelers, very culturally aware. and others
who have never left town. That's a huge divide. This is
where prior knowledge comes from." As the interviews
progressed, this became one of the clear areas of frustration
and anxiety for all of the teachers.
When asked for a definition of differentiated teaching
during the interviews, all three teachers expressed an understanding of the concepL One teacher explained, "It means ics on some occasions.
Other strategics used for differentiating insauction ~ere
that I am presenting a concept in a variety of ways to meet
the needs of a variety of kids in my class." Another teacher student responses in learning logs, learning centers and
reacted, " It means not expecting the same thing from every thinking journals. Teachers discussed the use of
student based on a list of requirements. It means giving conferencing and assignment choices based on pecific ~
students choices. It also means using different assessment for a given grade. Finding the time to conference w~ espetools." All.bough all three teachers understood the lheory, cially difficult for all of the teachers. One teacher e:(plamed..
one of I.be teachers expressed a certain frustration in the '"Conferencing is the basis of my program when I wnlC wilh
practicality of differentiated teaching: "My first thought is, them. I make a rule that every mgle lid must conference
sounds great on paper but show me how to do it Of course, with me at least once a weelL I make a schedule "'ith them.
it would be wonderful but how do you do it? I know why, they sign up, we meet after class. during SSR. breals:' This
but not I.be bow to." This questioning of the classroom man- teacher added that a Lack of time for conferencing due to a
agement of differentiated insauction and learning was a full schedule caused a level of frustration for her and the
critical element in the teachers· view of creating a new class- students. These strategies and the tools to be:>l 1mplement
personalized instruction included accelerated reading proroom environment based on students' differences.
grams.
diagnostic lestS. multi-lc\eled novels. responsejOW'Teacher responses on the survey revealed that all of the
nals.
open-ended
assignments, rubrics and perform:incc tasL.
teachers continue to use whole class insauction most of the
lists,
leveled
assignments.
and computer software. Man}
time. In addition, four out of five teachers assess students'
knowledge using KWL, pretests and inquiry (Graph 2). of the artifacts that I collected revealed examples of tools
Only two of the five teachers use standardized test results that were teacher created and matched a particular no' cl or
and one teacher develops a profile of each student Teach- area of study. Agam it was clear that the teaehers were
ers added on I.be survey that they also use student portfolios aware of the many tools available for individualized learnand conferences with I.be previous teacher to determine stu- ing. but as the interviews proceeded I became aware of an
dent knowledge. Interviews provided additional informa- attitude that the teachers were overwhelmed by the mantion regard.mg assessment practices. All three teachers 10- agement of these resourc~
tcrviewed use rubrics to assess student progress. They use
rubrics based on the New Hampshire Curriculum FrameTool~ for Pri~ r Koowtedge
works as well as self-designed rubrics. One teacher re- Graph 2
sponded that she has a rubric for each piece of formal writing that she assigns. Another teacher uses a perfonnance
task list when she gives assignments so that tudents have
clear expectations.
Strategies used for differentiating instruction were varied among the respondents. All of the teachers responding
to the survey use flexible grouping and instruction based
on multiple intelligences. Four of the teachers use grapluc
organizers and tiered assignments. Interestingly, when asked
about the basis for flexible grouping. all of the teachers (ttdominately use behavior as a method of detcmuning groups.
They also utilize performance, student choice and academ-
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The final interview question was open-ended and con- proach. One teacher reported, ''l staned with NancieAtwell,
cerned participants· historical perspectives on teaching lan- all reading and writing workshops. Then when I became
guage ans to middle school students. The teachers identi- part of the curriculum committee, I went to nuts and bolts.
fied a number of reasons for their
I bought vocabulary workfrustrations, but most fell into five
books, dealt with parts of
domains or categories. These inspeech and assigned essays. I
cluded parental pressure, diversity
am not comfortable with this. I
of students, state mandated testwould like to go back to where
ing, high school expectations, the
I was before." Another teacher
literacy curriculum. and the lack
also mentioned going back to
of time to reflect and plan. All of
the way things were, "I would
the teachers interviewed reflected
like to go back to something
on their Jack of control over these
where I feel like the kids see the
influences on public education.
application of what they are doInitially, the diverse population of
ing." Ironically, all three teachthe c1assroom was mentioned,
ers implied that they felt most
"We are more aware of special L-i~===T""'"r:':~~~~
L-::'--~==- successful meeting the needs of
education and the needs of those
all learners using the workshop
students. We are also more to1erapproach.
ant of all children. not always to our advantage... kids are
The final area of frustration is one that administrators
more and more expecting to be entertained. They are less can control with careful planning and time. The teachers
invested in th.c ir learning. I don't know about ADD, but all felt that there were more internal demands due to lack of
those behaviors are on the rise."
planning and reflection time, the number of dasses that lanThe teachers also discussed anxiety because of paren- guage arts teachers are expected to teach, and the increased
tal pressure and the need to be responsive to the political number of administrative tasks that are expected of all classrealities of parents· expectations. One teacher said, "We have room teachers. One teacher expressed, "I feel as if I can't
parents screaming about the rights of their children." An- do any group projects or group community building because
other teacher reported, "Parents seem less and less willing to provision for it. .. the logistics totally work against me."
to have their kids responsible for their learning. It is always Another teacher reminded me, "In the middle school now, I
the teacher"s faulL" The degree of frustration is evident in teach about twice as many classes. Each student has me for
all three teachers' perceptions that they lack the total sup- two class periods a day." Another teacher who was interport of parents, "The connection is missing. I feel like there
viewed also cited lack of time as a deterrent because she
is a line drawn in the sand."
had very little common planning time with her grade level
The next area of concern was the pressure to perfonn team to integrate lessons with other content areas.
____.
wel1 on the state assessment tests and to teach to the New .,...._
Hampshire Frameworks. This expectation is clearly related
to the concept of diverse needs of students within the classConclusion

___________________

room because many of the students lack the skills neccssary for a particular grade levers standards. The reasons for
the lack of skills are varied and include children who move
frequently and those who have academic difficulties but do
not qualify for special education services. These beliefs were
clearly expressed: MI used to do more creative things and I
am not doing as many because I feel that I have to do a lot
more other things because of the frameworks and the test
scores." The teachers articulated that this sense of urgency
for good scores on the New Hampshire Educational Improvement Assessment Program came from administrators,
parents. and the Ocpanment of Education.
Another COil.Stant demand articulated by the three teach~ was the SAU Literacy Curriculum and the pTCssure to
meet the literacy demands of students leaving middle school
to meet the academic expecwions of the high school. All
three teachers worked on the wnting of the curriculum. but
they all felt the challenge to teach specific skills deprived
them of the opportunities for using Atwel1's workshop ap-

t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ------l
The inevitable discussion of teaching language ans and
the balance of content and process becomes intertwined with
the topics of testing and assessment. middle school philosophy, and administrative and parental expectations of teachers to meet the needs of an increasingly diverse student population. Recommendations should include ongoing in-service opportunities to teach the practical aspects of methodology for differentiated or personalized teaching. All students should be challenged with high expectations; however, these expectations need to be developmentally appropriate for the unique population of middle school students.
Finally. teachers need suppon and reflective time to
rec~ncile the push to use standards with their philosophical
beli~fs about personalized learning in language ans. According to the study's participants, this support should include several things, including more planning time, classroom aides. smaller classes, and more materials to meet the
needs of diverse learners.
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Implications for F urther Research
Several questions for future study emerge as a result
of this study:
1. How do content standards influence the quality of differentiated teaching and learning?
2. What is the appropriate role for testing in schools?
3. How should administrators support middle school
teachers in the struggle to meet the needs of their students?
4. Are the frustrations detailed in the study's interviews
unique to language arts teachers?
5. How can teachers integrate the strategies of~
Middle and teach the state frameworks in a producrive way for all students?
These questions are becoming more relevant as we
face the need to make connections between assessment,
standards, and the diversity of students who are entering
our schools in today 's changing society. Teachers who feel
trapped in the middle by the increasing demands from all
educational stakeholders must be given support and resources to address the promise that all students are given
the opportunity to learn to his or her fullest potential.
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